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Source: EEA, digest of the SOER 2020 messages on resource use and waste
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Circular Economy – key features in Europe



Circular Economy monitoring is a key activity 
across many institutions



Many efforts at different levels

Monitoring progress towards a resource efficient and circular economy
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What needs to be measured?

Socio-economic effects
• Supply security
• New markets & trade: 

products, technologies
• Labour markets, jobs
• Skil ls, awareness
• Consumer behaviour
• GDP

R strategies

Env ironmental effects

• Air and climate
• Land & soil, water
• Biodiversity
• Natural resource stocks

Policies

• Innovation & technology 
development

• Investment, expenditure
• Economic instruments
• Other instruments: 

regulations, standards, 
procurement, labell ing

• Education and training
• Target setting

Source materials; product design and 
manufacture; use phase; end-of-l ife

INPUT
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OUTPUT

operational/ aspirational

Responses and 
actions

Material life-cycle 
and value chain

Interactions with 
the environment

Socio-economic 
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Illustration of OECD monitoring efforts on Circular Economy



Many efforts at different levels

ISO efforts on the matter of circular economy monitoring



Many efforts at different levels

European Circular Economy Monitoring Framework



The Bellagio process 



Where do we need to know more?



Being complementary and innovative 



How can we know more?

How do we operate in an area where only certain data 
streams are consolidated?

Can we innovate without locking us into a monitoring role 
that is expensive to maintain?

Can we use our network to produce information in 
alternative ways to data flows?



Strategic orientation for the work on monitoring



Potential avenues to build signals/indicators

Interest parameter derived from search terms in popular search engines



Potential avenues to build signals/indicators

Interest parameter derived from upload of videos about a CE relevant topic



Potential avenues to build signals/indicators
Tax deductions from a repair scheme established in Sweden



Potential avenues to build signals/indicators
Exploiting browser fingerprints to derive IoT product life-spans

Figure for illustration purposes: Android version history distribution, based on Android Developer Dashboard – Platform Distribution, 
graph rendered by Erikrespo, Wikimedia Commons (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Android_historical_version_distribution_-_vector.svg) 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Android_historical_version_distribution_-_vector.svg


Pilot 1: Digital product passports as a data 
source for circular economy policy questions



Nature of the exercise

19 Digital product 
passports in scope

Mostly at design 
or start-up phase

More mature on 
construction 
materials

Three pilots for 
three CE policy 
questions



Pilot 2: Estimating product life-spans



Nature of the exercise

Textiles and 
electronics in 

scope

Official statistics
Digital sources
Product guarantees and standards 
Anonymised company data 

Traditional and non 
traditional sources

Interpretation of 
environmental 

dimension

Product-specific 
estimation method

Overall indicator

Basket of products



Pilot 3: Webspace for a sandbox of indicators on 
Circular Economy
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From indicators to signals

(i) Complete indicators 
with full, updatable datasets 

from existing and freely 
available data sources 

(ii) Incomplete indicators 
where data is available for only 
a few European countries or for 

fragmented time series 

(iii) Incomplete indicators, very 
suitable for the purpose of 

monitoring Circular Economy, 
where data is not available 
now but may become 

available in the future



A few hints about what we will be including

Loan volume on circular economy projects

Production and Consumption of Chemicals 
and Hazardous Chemicals

Household expenditures on repair, hire and maintenance, 
disaggregated by product groups

Environment modulated green public procurement 

Circular City Index
Volume of tax-deductions associated to circular economy

Car sharing use 

Textile Waste Recovery 

Consumer alternatives to buying new products 

Product life-spans for selected sectors



Concluding remarks



Four messages to take home

Circular economy is not an end-of pipe concept – the emphasis 
must be in solving issues upstream in the material cycle

Innovation is key, with technology, but more so with new societal 
and business models – this will ensure revenue streams that 
reduce material use, carbon emissions and pollution

Established monitoring mechanisms are very good at understanding 
material flows and end-of-pipe elements of this policy but less so to 
understand the multiple societal and economic transformations that 
will enable a circular economy

There is space for innovation and complementarity to unpack 
these transformations and orientate future policies to 
accelerate the transition to a circular model
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Thank you
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